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This documentation pretends to give information to use the TTCsr boards
done at CERN by the ECP/EDO group. It’s intended to be used by the software team
that will write the code to use the card.

TTCsr Registers

MEMORY SPACE The card has 64 KB of memory space distributed as:

• 0x0000 (lower 16 bits): Counter 1. Number of data words written on 
FIFO1.

• 0x0000 (higher 16 bits): Counter 2. Number of data words written on 
FIFO2.

• 0x0001 (lower 16 bits): Counter 3. Number of data words written on 
FIFO3.

• 0x0002 - 0x3FFF: Available for user.

• 0x4000 - 0x7FFF: FIFO 1.

• 0x8000 - 0xBFFF: FIFO 2.

• 0xC000 - 0xFFFF: FIFO 3.

I/O SPACE The following addresses in I/O space are used:

• 0x20: Old status register. There is now only one bit with useful data here,
bit 2 that is the EPROM switch position. 0 means backup position
and 1 means working position.

• 0x80: Status Register. The meaning of the bits is:

Bit 11 (read only): not used (0).

Bit 10 (read only): FIFO 3 50% full. If 1, FIFO 3 is at least
50% full.
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Bit 9 (read only): FIFO 2 50% full. If 1, FIFO 2 is at least
50% full.

Bit 8 (read only): FIFO 1 50% full. If 1, FIFO 1 is at least
50% full.

Bit 7 (read only): not used (0).

Bit 6 (read only): DONE. If 1, the dumping of the counters is
done.

Bit 5 (read only): NOZERO. If 1, there is new data in some
of the fifos.

Bit 4 (read only): TTCRDY. If 1 TTCrx Chip has initialized
properly (reset and loading of the PROM
data) and is tuned to the receiver.

Bit 3 (read/write): FIFO 3 ENABLE. Enable (1) or Disable
(0) FIFO 3.

Bit 2 (read/write): FIFO 2 ENABLE. Enable (1) or Disable
(0) FIFO 2.

Bit 1 (read/write): FIFO 1 ENABLE. Enable (1) or Disable
(0) FIFO 1.

Bit 0 (read/write): DUMPCNT. With 1 the user asks to the
TTCsr the dumping of the counters.

• 0xC0: Set the address register and maintain address lines (used for access-
ing the Flash EPROM).

• 0xE0: Release the address lines (used for accessing the Flash EPROM).

• 0x40: Data register (only bits 31-24 are used). Data for the Flash EPROM 
accessing.

• 0xF0: Reset the TTCsr board with a read or a write access.

It’s convenient after a reset of the board to check that the TTCRDY signal is
set to confirm that everything went ok. Otherwise a new reset should be done until
the TTCRDY becomes one.

FIFO Reading Protocol

In this section the protocol to be used to read the FIFOs will be described.
What here is called FIFOs are indeed regions of memory where the data coming
from the TTC will be stored. Each of these FIFOs (memory regions) are 16 KB long.
They are located as shown in the previous section.

The data that come to the FIFOs are 16-bit words, so there is space for
8Kwords of data per FIFO. The TTCsr store the data into the FIFO regions in contig-
uous 16-bit positions of the memory starting from the base address of each FIFO
after reset (0x4000 for FIFO 1, 0x8000 for FIFO 2 and 0xC000 for FIFO 3) and con-
tinuing up to the end of the region of each FIFO, starting again from each base
address in a cyclic manner.

There are 3 flags and 3 counters to control the reading of the FIFOs plus some
additional flags that tell about the state of the FIFOs. The flags are NOZERO,
DUMPCNT and DONE. When some data comes to the TTCsr, it will be immedi-
ately stored on the appropriate FIFO by the TTCsr. Then the TTCsr will set the
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DONE flag to one, signalling that there is some data in some of the FIFOs. Then the
user will be able to ask how many data is into the FIFOs by setting the flag
DUMPCNT to one. When receiving DUMPCNT, the TTCsr will write onto the
counters the number of words already stored on every FIFO. It’s important to notice
that the only thing that is dumped at this time is the 3 counters that tell how many
data is stored in every FIFO, not the data itself that is always stored as soon as it
arrive to the TTCsr. So this is just a 3 words writing.

Once the writing of the counters is done the TTCsr will set to one the flag
DONE. Then the user will be able to read the counters that will tell how many words
are in each of the FIFOs and he will be able to read the data. It should be notice that
from PCI side you can access to 32-bits data in one read cycle but if the number of
data stored in one of the FIFOs is not even, the last 32 bit word read will contained
only the lower 16-bit of significant data. 

The user should keep a pointer for each of the FIFOs to know in which posi-
tion is the last word read because the TTCsr will write the next data starting from the
next position to the last position written. So for example, if the first reading of the
counters after a reset of the card says that there are 7 words written into FIFO 2, the
user will find these data in the first 7 16-bit positions of FIFO 2 region. In a second
reading of the counters, if there is 5 new data words in FIFO 2, they will be in posi-
tions 8 to 12 of FIFO 2 so the user will have to keep a pointer for this.

To complete the protocol, once the counters are read and before or after the
data is read, the user should set back the DUMPCNT signal to zero, then the TTCsr
will set the DONE signal to zero and the protocol will be able to start again. Figure 1
shows graphically the process.

To summarize:

1. Some new data is in the FIFOs, signal NOZERO becomes 1.

2. The user see the NOZERO event and ask for the counter asserting signal
DUMPCNT.

3. If there is not more data coming into the FIFOs during the process, signal
NOZERO will become zero when the TTCsr dumps the counters telling that
there is not more new data. If there is data coming during the process, NOZERO
will stay as 1.

4. Once the dumping is done (very quickly, because is just 3 writings at 40 MHz),
signal DONE will become 1.

5. The user will read the counters (and the data) and it will set signal DUMPCNT to
zero. The order of this 3 actions (clearing of DUMPCNT, reading of the counters
and reading of the data) is irrelevant because the TTCsr will wait until a new
DUMPCNT setting to overwrite the counters.
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FIGURE 1. Protocol of flags to read the FIFOs.
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6. After signal DUMPCNT is deactivated, TTCsr will respond deactivating signal
DONE.

FIFOs Format

There is different data coming into the different FIFOs. This section describes
the format of the data for each of the FIFOs.

FIFO 1 FIFO 1 is used to store the data associated with each L1A signal occurrence.
The possible data items are the Event Counter Low, Even Counter High and the
Bunch Counter Identifier, being all 12-bit words. Depending on the programming of
the TTCrx (see TTCrx Reference Manual), there would be one, two or all three of
these items.

TTCsr stores these data with the following structure:

So the four higher bits indicate the type of data on the lower 12 bits.

FIFO 2 The FIFO 2 is used to store all the subaddress/data issued by the TTCrx in
response to an address/data cycle on the TTC network. Both data and subaddress are
8-bit data and they are stored in FIFO 2 as following:

FIFO 3 The FIFO 3 is used to store the broadcast commands received by the TTCrx
and the data issued by the TTCrx in response to a command.

The commands are 6-bit words that are stored with the following format:

15 12 11 0

1   1   0   0 Bunch Counter Identifier

1   0   1   0 Event Counter Low

1   0   0   1 Event Counter High

15 78

DATA

0

SUBADDRESS

15

1

14

System CommandsUser Commands

6 5 4 3 0

0
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When there is data issued by the TTCrx in response to one of these com-
mands, this data is stored on FIFO 3 with the following structure:

Being DQ the type of data being stored (see TTCrx Reference Manual).

Source Code

The original source code of the card (VHDL for the FPGAs, schematics and
layout) is on my CERN CAE account. The system administrators of the CAE cluster
are Michel Manent and Antoine Thys.

The different components can be found on the following paths:

• schematics & layout:  /user/jferrerp/valid/ttcsr.pcb/

• VHDL (PCI-FPGA): /user/jferrerp/TTCproject/PCI_FPGA/vhdl/

(main program: pcitop2.vhd)

• VHDL (TTC-FPGA): /user/jferrerp/TTCproject/TTC_FPGA/vhdl/

(main program: ttc_fpga.vhd)

The VHDL codes and the results of the synthesis, map, place and route of the
VHDL files are also kept on a different account of the same cluster. The path is:

/user/neocad/jferrerp/TTCproject/

Finally, the C programs used for the tests (slightly modified versions of the
Carlos safetools) are in the MVME hard disk, jferrerp account, directories bin,
EXOfiles and src. This will be described later.

A CDROM is provided with a backup of all here mentioned in its latest state.

TTCsr1 patch

There are currently 3 TTCsr identical cards labelled as TTCsr1, TTCsr2 and
TTCsr3. All of the 3 cards have the same functionality but card TTCsr1 had a prob-
lem on the making and has pin PROM_RESET of the TTCrx chip grounded.
Because this and in order to save the chip, a patch on the VHDL code was made that
could solve the problem. This means that we have a slightly different code for this
card. If the reprogramming of the EPROM code is needed (explained in next section)
this should be kept in mind.

Actually, the patched code would equally work with cards TTCsr2 and
TTCsr2 but if the reinitialize function is utilized (see TTCrx Reference Manual), it

DQ

034111215

0 DATA
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won’t work on a patched card. This means that TTCsr1 won’t be able to use the rein-
itialize function.

When resetting TTCsr1 there are some chances that the TTCrx of the card
doesn’t initialize correctly because its problem. It is then necessary to check that
after the initialization time the TTCrx has the TTCRDY signal set (I/O space register
0x80, bit number 4). If the TTCRDY signal didn’t changed to 1, the reset operation
should be repeated. This checking should be done until a TTCRDY condition is
obtained (in the tests 1 out of 2 resets didn’t work).

Even if TTCsr2 and 3 don’t have this problem, the checking of the TTCRDY
condition is recommended for every card because it is a necessary condition to start
working with the card.

Reprogramming of the Flash EPROM

If a change of the TTCrx chip configuration bits is needed (see TTCrx Refer-
ence Manual), there is a script file to do the full process. The only thing needed will
be to modify the file where these bits are into the VHDL code and then launch the
process. This could be necessary also when a change of the TTCrx ID number for
one card must be done.

All the files and the script to run are located in the ‘neocad’ account on CAE
cluster. The file to modify is:

/user/neocad/jferrerp/TTCproject/TTC_FPGA/vhdl/prom.vhd

In this small file there are some commented lines that apply for the 3 different
cards. The 3 cards (labelled TTCsr1, TTCsr2 and TTCsr3) are identical but because
the patch was needed to fix the TTCsr1 card problem and because every card has to
get a different TTCrx ID number, if there is a need to modify the configuration bits
of the TTCrx, a especial care should be taken when dealing with the commented
lines that apply to every card. It should be noticed, as said in the previous section,
that if the patch is applied also to cards TTCsr2 and 3, they will still work ok except
the reinitialize function.

In this file there are some lines like this:

    signal i : natural range 0 to 69;    -- Card 1

--  signal i : natural range 0 to 68;    -- Cards 2 and 3

This means that when generating a code for TTCsr1 card, the first line should
be uncommented and the other one commented (as is in the example). There are 4
more couple of lines like this one (5 in total). There is also another single line like
this:

        "0"&          -- Card 1

This line should be uncommented for TTCsr1 and commented for the others.

Finally there are the lines:
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    "00000000010101";        -- 13-0 (TTCrx ID card 1: 21)

 -- "00000000010110";        -- 13-0 (TTCrx ID card 2: 22)

 -- "00000000010111";        -- 13-0 (TTCrx ID card 3: 23)

This is where the TTCrx ID number is defined. The cards where finished with
the ID numbers 21, 22 and 23 (decimal) for TTCsr1, TTCsr2 and TTCsr3 respec-
tively as is in the example. If a change of this ID is needed for one of the cards, the
bits on the proper line should be changed and uncommented leaving commented the
other lines.

Finally, after the modifications are completed on this file, the script should be
launched. This script is:

/user/neocad/jferrerp/TTCproject/TTC_FPGA/Gofull

For the script to run correctly, there should be installed on the account the
ORCA foundry version 9.1 and Galileo exemplar version 3.25. Currently, neocad
account has both programs set up correctly.

Then, and after some time of compilation, the resulting file will be stored as:

/user/neocad/jferrerp/TTCproject/TTC_FPGA/prom/ttcsrprom.exo

This is the file that ‘ProgramSRecord’ program (from Carlos safetools) will
use to reprogram the VHDL codes of the FPGAs in the TTCsr cards (where the con-
figuration bits of the TTCrx are included). On next section it will be described the
way this was done using the Test Setup and the safetools from Carlos Fernandes.

Test Setup

During the tests done at CERN to check the TTCsr functionality, a MVME
1604 VME card was used with a PPC603 processor card on it (instead of the origi-
nally PPC604).

The login name for access to the programs used for the tests (a slightly modi-
fied version of the safetools from Carlos) is jferrerp.

Once there, you have several directories:

bin: main safetools programs.

src: source for the bin programs.

EXOfiles: files for the programming of the FPGAs.

The first thing to access to the card and initialize everything is
‘LYNX_CreateShm’ and then ‘AutoTest’. This can be done in one only step by using
“LYNX_initSPSBboard’ program.
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After this if you want to reprogram the EEPROM of the card (where the
FPGAs codes are), you should use the ‘ProgramSRecord’ program in EXOfiles
directory. But first it’s necessary to check one thing.

The Flash EPROM into the cards is divided in 2 banks (to hold 2 sets of
codes). There is one switch into the board to choose between the 2 banks, backup set
and working set. When backup set is selected, the EEPROM cannot be repro-
grammed. To see which bank is selected you can use the ‘EEPromID’ program. If
the switch is pointing to the backup set you won’t be able to see the code stored in
the other bank. On the contrary, if the switch is selecting the working code you will
be able to see which codes are stored in the 2 banks and also to reprogram the work-
ing and backup banks.

The cards are finished with the correct codes on both safe and working banks
and the switch left in the working position. If a reprogramming is needed, it can be
done with ‘ProgramSRecord’ program in EXOfiles directory just by doing:

ProgramSRecord working.exo [backup.exo]

If a backup code is not used, the existing one won’t be changed (recom-
mended, because the one stored in the backup bank is now checked and safe).

After the reprogramming, the Reset program (in bin directory) and ‘Autotest’
should be executed and if everything is ok the only error message should be the one
related with the EPROM header recognition (in Autotest program). If there is a prob-
lem and doesn’t initialize correctly, the switch of the card should be moved to
backup position and then the VME should be switched off and on. After booting, the
switch may be moved back again to working position if a new try with a different
code is needed.

The location of the EPROM switch is shown in Figure 2.

To set the switch to working bank, the cover should be on the upper position
(getting the board as in the figure). It’s a very fragile switch and special care should
be taken when handle it.

EPROM
Switch

FIGURE 2. Location of the EPROM switch.


